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Top Tier Research, Scholarship and Creative Activities  

2015 – 2016 Updates  

 

 

SUMMARY 

 

Infrastructure 2-5: Information and Data Management Infrastructure  

(Annette Day, Sue DiBella, Joe Lombardo, David Paul, Kendall Hartley, Academic Health 

Center Rep) 

o This group focused on how research output is collected and managed on campus. 

Outcomes from first year activities include:  

1. Identified key measures that could be used to assess research output and impact. This 

spreadsheet describes if the measures are currently collected, if so who collects the 

data, where is the data stored and how often is it reported. 

2. Group gained an overview of some current Research Information Management tools 

in the marketplace. 

3. Libraries Ithaka survey was completed on October 30th. The survey asks questions 

about faculty data activities and needs. The results highlight varying needs, practices 

and understanding around data creation, management and preservation. A link to the 

results is available here.  

4. A UNLV team (2 librarians and a faculty member from the College of Engineering) 

attended the DLF E-research network (http://www.diglib.org/groups/e-research-

network/). The DLF E-research network is a community of practice focused on 

implementing research data management services and engaging in shared skill 

development, networking, and collaboration. An outcome of attendance was a report 

on potential steps for implementing a campus -wide research data management 

service at UNLV. This report’s key recommendation was the creation of a campus 

task force “that can socialize the idea of research data management and start to build 

strategic partnerships around data compliance.” 

o Recommendations include:  

1. Charge a team/working group with a broad campus investigation into research 

information management needs at UNLV and the available systems and tools to 

support it, including existing systems/tools in use.  The aim of research information 

management is “to synchronize data across parts of the university, reducing the 

burden to all involved of collecting and managing data about the research process. An 

outcome is to provide greater visibility on to institutional research activity. 

Motivations include better internal reporting and analytics, support for compliance 

and assessment, and improved reputation management through more organized 

disclosure of research expertise and outputs.” 

2. UNLV does not have an Office of Strategic Planning or a Chief Information Officer 

but moving forward in year two of this Top Tier group suggests that UNLV consider 
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the value of creating such a centralized office and position to facilitate the 

management of data and systems described in recommendation 1 as well as the many 

others coordinated efforts that are needed around effective strategic planning and 

institutional analysis. 
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TOP TIER RSC WORKING GROUP REPORT 

Submitted By:  

Annette Day University Libraries 

Name                Department 

Develop an information and data management 

infrastructure to support research and creative 

activities, and maintain existing key measure report 

for Research and Graduate Studies 

2-5 

Name/Topic of Working Group                                          Goal # 

 

Working Group Members: 

 

 

  

   

 

 

2015-2016 Accomplishments: 

Report of the working group is available here. Below is a summary… 

1) Identified key measures that could be used to assess research output and impact. This spreadsheet 
Describes if the measures are currently collected, if so who collects the data, where is the data stored 

and how often is it reported. 

2) Group gained an overview of some current Research Information Management tools in the 

marketplace. 

3) Libraries Ithaka survey was completed on October 30th. The survey asks questions about faculty 

data activities and needs. The results highlight varying needs, practices and understanding around 

data creation, management and preservation. A link to the results is available here.  

4) A UNLV team (2 librarians and a faculty member from the College of Engineering) attended the DLF 

E-research network (http://www.diglib.org/groups/e-research-network/). The DLF E-research 

Annette Day - University Libraries 

Kendall Hartley - Graduate College 

Sue DiBella - Division of Research and Economic Development 

David Paul - Office of Sponsored Programs 

Joe Lombardo – National Supercomputing Center 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/108nmzIOSLy6bWN6fP4IyakMV-qyf4cJ80jyDOGItiPs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SEuZfo69tspVtp_8rWZy6ya07DCgEduUaZB4xYQ6Qys/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B9UriJI7qOQfRXJ2enJ4NkpzVUk
http://www.diglib.org/groups/e-research-network/
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network is a community of practice focused on implementing research data management services 

and engaging in shared skill development, networking, and collaboration. An outcome of attendance 

was a report on potential steps for implementing a campus -wide research data management service 

at UNLV. This report’s key recommendation was the creation of a campus task force “that can 

socialize the idea of research data management and start to build strategic partnerships around data 

compliance.” 

 

Recommendations: 

1) Charge a team/working group with a broad campus investigation into research information 

management needs at UNLV and the available systems and tools to support it, including existing 

systems/tools in use.  The aim of research information management is “to synchronize data across 

parts of the university, reducing the burden to all involved of collecting and managing data about the 

research process. An outcome is to provide greater visibility on to institutional research activity. 

Motivations include better internal reporting and analytics, support for compliance and assessment, 

and improved reputation management through more organized disclosure of research expertise and 

outputs.” 

2) UNLV does not have an Office of Strategic Planning or a Chief Information Officer but moving 

forward this Top Tier group suggests that UNLV consider the value of creating such a centralized 

office and position to facilitate the management of data and systems described in recommendation 1 

as well as the many other coordinated efforts that are needed around effective strategic planning and 

institutional analysis. 

 

2016-2017 Goals (Where possible, specify who should be responsible for these next year): 

1) A key to facilitating interoperability across research reporting systems is the use of common 
standards. The Libraries will pilot the ORCID ID (http://orcid.org/) standard in Summer 2016. ORCID 
provides a unique identifier for each researcher and when used in HR systems, grant applications and 
journal submissions it allows information about the researcher to be collated across those systems. 
This diagram highlights how ORCID is a connector for several data outputs around faculty activities. 
 
2) The Libraries plans to undertake the next steps in a 12 - 18 month time period (some are currently 
underway).  

 Identify what researchers are currently doing and what data management storage and service 

options are currently available and in use on campus. Use a structured interview tool to 

gather information from the following: 

 Individual researchers to identify what they currently do and their needs, challenges 

and frustrations. Researchers identified with grant data from OSP 

 Campus and College administrators - Perceptions of the importance of RDM 

http://orcid.org/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PmjxNH8zHXgI1eUZLP9kU-9gM_LgJddwt2I-1VzKQBg/edit?usp=sharing
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 College IT staff what services do they provide at the college level, are they building 

individual solutions 

 OIT (Lori) - what do they do, what do they want to do, what do they get asked to do? 

 Joe Lombardo and the Super Computing Center - . We know SCC provides storage 

options but does not provide access options. Libraries has begun conversations with 

SCC to investigate potential partnerships based on PURR (Purdue) and DRUM 

(Minnesota) models. Outline of solution would be that Libraries provide an access 

“front end” to SCC storage component. Libraries would also serve as curator, making 

decisions on retention beyond a set period of storage time in the repository 

 

 Investigate other available options for data storage, access and preservation 

o Disciplinary repositories  

o IR (Digital Scholarship@UNLV) - how can it be used, how would we structure it, 

metadata limitations. preservation concerns 

o Other commercial and noncommercial options e.g. Figshare, Open Science 

Framework. 

o Federal agency solutions - this is pretty important as if those agencies create 

repositories for their funded data then this may shift what the Libraries needs to do. 

We would then want to look at ways to facilitate access to these repositories for 

discovery of UNLV produced data (e.g. ARL SHARE) and for monitoring mandate 

compliance. 

 

After this period it is expected that there will be a clear(er) understanding of needs and issues and 
directions forward. The Libraries will submit these findings to the Vice President for Research and the 
Dean of Libraries.   
 

 

Notes, Comments, & Feedback: 

 

 

 



Assigned Action Item: Develop an information and data management infrastructure to support research and 

creative activities, and maintain existing key measure report for Research and Graduate Studies 
 
Action Item Group Members:  Annette Day 

Sue DiBella 
Kendall Hartley 
Joe Lombardo 
David Paul 

 
The subgroup separated the action item into two distinct and separate areas of investigation.  

● Management of institution wide data on  Research/Scholarship/Creative Activity. 

● Management of data produced through Research/Scholarship/Creative Activity 

 
Below details our  work and recommendations for next steps in the two areas. 
 
Management of institution wide data on Faculty Research/Scholarship/Creative Activity 
The priorities identified in this area are listed below: 
 

1) Facilitate creation of a sustainable key measures report 

 
This spreadsheet lists key measures identified by the group. Key measures for the  Research, Scholarship and 

Creative Activity area in the Top Tier report were used as a starting point. 
The spreadsheet identifies if the measures are currently collected, if so who collects the data, where is the data 

stored and how often is it reported. 
 
It is clear from the spreadsheet that there is not a centralized approach to gathering and reporting on these 

metrics. Several different systems are used to store and access the various key measure metrics listed, and there is 

no interoperability between these systems, or at least none that is currently operational. There is also no clear 

schedule for reporting of the data and currently there are different audiences for these metrics. When metrics are 

reported they may be reported at a college or administrative unit level, but not shared further. 
 
Recommendations:   
The key measures investigation highlighted the issue of siloed data capture and lack of clarification on data owners 

and data stakeholders, and reporting schedules. 
 

1) The first recommendation is a team charged with a broad campus investigation into research information 

management needs at UNLV and the available systems and tools to support it, including existing 

systems/tools in use.  The aim of research information management is “to synchronize data across parts 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SEuZfo69tspVtp_8rWZy6ya07DCgEduUaZB4xYQ6Qys/edit?usp=sharing


of the university, reducing the burden to all involved of collecting and managing data about the research 

process. An outcome is to provide greater visibility on to institutional research activity. Motivations 

include better internal reporting and analytics, support for compliance and assessment, and improved 

reputation management through more organized disclosure of research expertise and outputs.” (1) 

 
Some of the functional areas covered by a Research Information Management system may be (1): 

● Publications management. Collecting data about researcher publications. Often this will be done by 

searching in external sources (Scopus and Web of Science, for example) to help populate profiles, and to 

provide alerts to keep them up to date. 

● Coordination and publishing of expertise profiles. Centralized upkeep of expertise profiles. Pulling of 

data from various systems. This may be for internal reporting or assessment purposes, to support 

individual researchers in providing personal data in a variety of required forms (e.g. for different granting 

agencies), and for publishing to the web through an institutional research portal or other venue. 

● Research analytics/reporting. Providing management information about research activity and interests, 

across departments, groups and individuals. 

● Compliance with internal/external mandates. 

● Support of open access. Synchronization with institutional repository. Managing deposit requirements. 

Integration with sources of information about Open Access policies. 

 
Our Top Tier  group was able to gain an overview of some current Research Information Management 

tools (see below) in the marketplace.  These offer potential but are not yet complete solutions. Digital 

Measures also falls into this category of tools. Exploration of how our implementation of Digital Measures 

can be enhanced and how it compares to other available tools should also be part of this investigation.  
 

Symplectic Elements Research Information Management System  

http://symplectic.co.uk/products/elements/ 
 
Elsevier Research Intelligence https://www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence 

 
2) UNLV does not have an Office of Strategic Planning or a Chief Information Officer but moving forward this 

Top Tier group suggests that UNLV consider the value of creating such a centralized office and position to facilitate 

the management of data and systems described in recommendation 1 as well as the many other co-ordinated 

efforts that are needed around effective strategic planning and institutional analysis. 
 
Next Steps: 
A key to facilitating interoperability across systems is the use of common standards. The Libraries will pilot the 

ORCID ID (http://orcid.org/) standard in  Summer 2016. ORCID provides a unique identifier for each researcher and 

when used in HR systems, grant applications and journal submissions it allows information about the researcher to 

http://symplectic.co.uk/products/elements/
https://www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence
http://orcid.org/


be collated across those systems. This diagram highlights how ORCID is a connector for several data outputs 

around faculty activities. 
Management of data produced through Research/Scholarship/Creative Activity 
 
Activities so far: 

● Libraries Ithaka survey was completed on October 30th. The survey asks questions about faculty data 

activities and needs. The results highlight varying  needs, practices and understanding around data 

creation, management and preservation. A link to the results is available here.  

● A UNLV team ( 2 librarians and a faculty member from the College of Engineering) attended the DLF E-

research network (http://www.diglib.org/groups/e-research-network/). The DLF E-research network  is a 

community of practice focused on implementing research data management services and engaging in 

shared skill development, networking, and collaboration. An outcome of attendance was a report on 

potential steps for implementing a campus -wide research data management service at UNLV. This 

report’s key recommendation was the creation of a campus task force “that can socialize the idea of 

research data management and start to build strategic partnerships around data compliance.”   

 
Recommendations: 
This Top Tier group concurs with the DLF report recommendation for  a campus task force to provide oversight, 

guidance and leadership to issues of data management on campus. Support for the full lifecycle of research data 

management is a cross-organizational challenge that cannot be solved or managed by one campus entity. A 

coordinated institutional strategy is required to enable a sustainable and administratively supported approach that 

will evolve as data management and curation practices and needs evolve.  
 
Prior to the formation of such a  task force there is still a considerable amount of information gathering around 

needs, practices and perceptions that should be carried out. Any campus task force will need a full understanding 

of the current landscape, both campus and external to enable it to support an effective framework and 

infrastructure for UNLV. The Libraries will take the lead on this step and  will pull together appropriate staff from 

the Supercomputing Center, OIT and Office of Sponsored Programs, and identify faculty receiving federal funds 

with associated data mandates, to assist in identifying current practices and potential options for data 

management services and support.   
 
Next Steps/Timelines 
The Libraries plans to undertake the next steps in a 12 - 18 month time period (some are currently underway) 
 

1) Identify what researchers are currently doing and what data management storage and service options are 

currently available and in use on campus. Use a structured interview tool to gather information from the 

following: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PmjxNH8zHXgI1eUZLP9kU-9gM_LgJddwt2I-1VzKQBg/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B9UriJI7qOQfRXJ2enJ4NkpzVUk
http://www.diglib.org/groups/e-research-network/


a. Individual researchers to identify what they currently do and their needs, challenges and 

frustrations. Researchers identified with grant data from OSP 
b. Campus and College administrators - Perceptions of the importance of RDM 
c. College IT staff what services do they provide at the college level, are they building individual 

solutions 
d. OIT (Lori) - what do they do, what do they want to do, what do they get asked to do? 
e. Joe Lombardo and the Super Computing Center - . We know SCC provides storage options but  

does not provide access options. Libraries has begun conversations with SCC to investigate 

potential partnerships based on PURR (Purdue) and DRUM (Minnesota) models. Outline of 

solution would be that Libraries provide an access “front end” to SCC storage component. 

Libraries would also serve as curator, making decisions on retention beyond a set period of 

storage time in the repository 
 
2) Investigate other available options for data storage, access and preservation 

a. Disciplinary repositories  
b. IR (Digital Scholarship@UNLV) - how can it be used, how would we structure it, metadata 

limitations. preservation concerns 
c. Other commercial and noncommercial options e.g. Figshare, Open Science Framework. 
d. Federal agency solutions - this is pretty important as if those agencies create repositories for 

their funded data then this may shift what the Libraries needs to do. We would then want to look 

at ways to facilitate access to these repositories for discovery of UNLV produced data (e.g. ARL 

SHARE) and for  monitoring mandate compliance. 
 
 
After this period it is expected that there will be a clear(er) understanding of needs and issues and directions 

forward. The Libraries will submit these findings  to the Vice President for Research and the Dean of Libraries.   
 
References: 

(1) Dempsey, L. (2014, October 26). Research information management systems - a new service category? 

[Web log post]. Retrieved from http://orweblog.oclc.org/research-information-management-systems-a-

new-service-category/ 

 



Key Measure Listed in Top Tier document as a key measure (yes/no) Currently Collected/Counted (yes/no)
If currently collected, 
who is responsible What "system" does the data reside in?

How frequently should the 
data reported (e.g annually, 
quarterly etc)

Research Expenditures yes "At least $150M/year of research expenditures by 2025"

Yes. We are using the NSF Total R&D Expenditure 
amount that we provide to NSF around 
January/February following the close of the Fiscal 
Year. OSP

No system. We complete the NSF Survey each 
January/February for the prior fiscal year

Annually. It would be very 
difficult to report more 
frequently since the survey is 
very comprehensive and 
takes considerable time to 
compile.

Proposal dollars submitted no Yes, OSP OSP Pre-award database

OSP already reports this data 
on a quarterly and annual 
basis

Award dollars received no Yes, OSP OSP Pre-award database

OSP already reports this data 
on a quarterly and annual 
basis

Source of Funding
yes "Increase commercially sponsored research, where appropriate, to 
at least five percent of total research expenditures by 2025"

Yes. We track industry funding, but the figure chosen 
for this metric is the one from the NSF Survey. See 
above for information OSP

no system. We complete the NSF Survey each 
January/February for the prior fiscal year

Annually. It would be very 
difficult to report more 
frequently since the survey is 
very comprehensive and 
takes considerable time to 
compile.

Note about digital measures in 
relation to capturing and 
reporting research funding 
data

Research Funding



Key Measure Listed in Top Tier document as a key measure (yes/no)
Currently Collected/Counted 
(yes/no)

If currently 
collected, who is 
responsible

What "system" does the data 
reside in?

How frequently 
should the data 
reported (e.g 
annually, quarterly 
etc) Notes

Doctoral Degrees Awarded annually yes "At least 200 doctoral degrees granted annually by 2025" Yes UNLV
MyUNLV (can be retrieved from 
MyUNLV Analytics) Each term

Doctoral degrees would 
include Doctor of 
Physical Therapy, 
Doctor of Nursing 
Practice as well as 
PHDs

PhD's Awarded annually no Yes UNLV
MyUNLV (can be retrieved from 
MyUNLV Analytics) Each term PhD's only. 

Masters - research degrees (typically with 
thesis)

yes "The number of master’s and professional degrees granted per 
year, as appropriate for individual academic units"

Yes although it is often 
combined w/ professional 
masters

MyUNLV (can be retrieved from 
MyUNLV Analytics) Each term

Masters - professional
yes "The number of master’s and professional degrees granted per 
year, as appropriate for individual academic units" Yes UNLV

MyUNLV (can be retrieved from 
MyUNLV Analytics) Each term

Master of Social Work. 
Master of Education. 
These are generally 
non-thesis. 

Degrees Awarded



Key Measure
Listed in Top Tier document as a key measure 
(yes/no)

Currently Collected/Counted 
(yes/no)

If currently collected, who 
is responsible

What "system" does the 
data reside in?

How frequently should the 
data reported (e.g annually, 
quarterly etc)

Journal Publications # and impact (impact factor, 
eigenvalue etc)

yes "Publications in journals with significant impact, 
such as those tracked by the Web of
Science or equivalent indices

not systematically. Tom's office 
hired a Consultant to run a 
report in 9/14, not sure of plans 
to repeat Library; EVPP Office

Library can "mine" databases 
such as Scopus and Web of 
Science; Digital measures

Citation of work (include h-index) yes 

not systematically. Tom's office 
hired a Consultant to run a 
report in 9/14, not sure of plans 
to repeat Library

Presentations

yes"Invited or peer-reviewed presentations at premier 
academic conferences and
symposia"

the annual FAAR process 
should surface this information 
but is not currently 
systematically collected

EVPP office; individual 
departments and colleges Digital measures

Published books
yes "Books published with scholarly, peer-reviewed 
presses"

the annual FAAR process 
should surface this information 
but is not currently 
systematically collected

EVPP office; individual 
departments and colleges Digital measures

Artistic exhibitions and/or performances 
yes "Commissioned and/or invited artistic exhibitions 
or performances"

the annual FAAR process 
should surface this information 
but is not currently 
systematically collected

EVPP office; individual 
departments and colleges Digital measures

Honors and awards (prizes, societal fellowships 
etc) no no

VPR and EVPP have 
awards they are responsible 
for local to UNLV or NSHE

Altmetrics (alternate forms of measuring impact) no no Library

Editorships no

the annual FAAR process 
should surface this information 
but is not currently 
systematically collected

EVPP office; individual 
departments and colleges Digital measures

Faculty Research Measures



Key Measure Listed in Top Tier document as a key measure (yes/no)

Currently 
Collected/Counted 
(yes/no)

If currently collected, 
who is responsible

What "system" does 
the data reside in?

How frequently should the data 
reported (e.g annually, quarterly etc)

Authored articles - Grad Students yes "Articles (single-authored or co-authored with faculty members). " not systematically Graduate College Qualtrics annually
Plan to initiate Jan 1 
calendar year survey

Presentations - Grad
yes "Presentations at academic conferences (singly or with faculty 
members)." not systematically Graduate College Qualtrics annually

Plan to initiate Jan 1 
calendar year survey

Intellectual property - Grad
yes "Patents and other intellectual property developed by students or 
students jointly working with faculty" not systematically 

office of economic 
development/Zach Miles

available technologies 
database

Authored articles - Undergrad yes "Articles (single-authored or co-authored with faculty members). "

yes - indirectly through 
surveys of faculty and 
students undergraduate research Qualtrics annually

Presentations - Undergrad
yes "Presentations at academic conferences (singly or with faculty 
members)."

yes - indirectly through 
surveys of faculty and 
students undergraduate research Qualtrics annually

Intellectual property - Undergrad
yes "Patents and other intellectual property developed by students or 
students jointly working with faculty"

yes - indirectly through 
surveys of faculty and 
students undergraduate research Qualtrics annually

"Hands on" research experience at 
UNLV yes "Number of students working in laboratories"

check with office of 
undergrad research undergraduate research Qualtrics annually

# of current doctoral students no yes
Graduate College / 
Decision Support MyUNLV term

Note about digital measures in relation to 
these metrics

Graduate and Undergraduate Student Research Metrics



Key Measure Listed in Top Tier document as a key measure (yes/no)

Currently 
Collected/Counted 
(yes/no)

If currently collected, 
who is responsible 

What "system" does 
the data reside in?

How frequently 
should the data 
reported (e.g 
annually, quarterly 
etc)

Whatever rankings/ratings we wish 
to use as indicators

yes "Rankings by the Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of 
Teaching, federal agencies, and other organizations (i.e., NSF, 
National Research Council, etc.), particularly Research 
University/Very High status."

We use Carnegie 
Foundation; various 
metrics from US news 
and world report for UG  
and Grad programs 
(diversity);  NSF no 
centralized place for 
tracking and monitoring 
changes over time for 
any of these metrics

Organizational Research Measure



Key Measure
Listed in Top Tier document as a key 
measure (yes/no)

Currently 
Collected/Counted 
(yes/no)

If currently collected, 
who is responsible 

What "system" does the 
data reside in?

How frequently 
should the data 
reported (e.g 
annually, 
quarterly etc)

Non Faculty Researchers with PhDs
yes "At least 120 non-faculty researchers 
with PhDs employed by UNLV by 2025" yes

Sue Dibella/VPR's 
office Sue's excel spreadsheet annually

# of faculty involved in funded research no
no (define what this 
means)

Graduate Faculty Status no yes Graduate College spreadsheet annually

Note on digital measures in relation to 
these metrics

Demographics



External Impact on Community

Key Measure
Listed in Top Tier document as a key 
measure (yes/no)

Currently 
Collected/Counted (yes/no)

If currently collected, who 
is responsible 

What "system" does 
the data reside in?

How frequently should 
the data reported (e.g 
annually, quarterly etc)

Invention disclosures

yes "Breadth and depth of economic and cultural 
impact of the university’s activities on our 
community, as measured by invention 
disclosures, patents applied for and granted, 
licensing deals (both exclusive and 
nonexclusive), number of start-ups, other 
intellectual property, revenues, and jobs created 
from innovations initiated at UNLV

office of economic 
development/Zach Miles quarterly

Patent applications yes
office of economic 
development/Zach Miles quarterly

Granted patents yes
office of economic 
development/Zach Miles quarterly

licensing deals yes
office of economic 
development/Zach Miles quarterly

Start-ups yes
office of economic 
development/Zach Miles quarterly

Revenues and jobs created as a resut 
of UNLV's impact yes ?? check with CIBER

Donations/Gifts
yes "Philanthropic support for our research, 
scholarship, and creative activities"

no (need better structure for 
identifying and collection gifts 
donations related to research) UNLV Foundation

Note on digital measures in relation to 
these metrics

External Impact on Community
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